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THE ARTIST

As a professional Biomedical Illustrator and animator, Priya creates accurate visuals

of communication, including how to design and illustrate while keeping accuracy and

of science and nature, in order to communicate complex ideas to larger audiences.

audience in mind. Science, technology, and visual communication remain her passions

Originally a Biologist with a focus on Molecular Biology, she maintained her artistic

as novel therapies are revealed, improved technologies are built, and more knowledge

interests throughout her career. While working at a genomics facility in London, UK,

about ourselves and our world is gained. Priya continues to strive to create a more

she also completed studies in Bioinformatics at the University of London, all the while

educated world through scientifically accurate illustration and animation, and hopes

attending weekly art classes at the London Academy of Art. After many interesting

to share the beauty of science, nature and knowledge to those who are willing to look.

projects and many European adventures, she came back to her home country of Canada

“Art is not what you see, but what you make others see.”

and finally pursued a Master of Science in Biomedical Communications - one of four
programs of its kind - at the University of Toronto. It was there that she learned the art

- Edgar Degas
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PROCESS

Creating

any

FOCUS

an

Success comes from a consistent

The focus of the work at PRIYAvisuals

esthetically pleasing visuals as artwork.

illustration, animation, infographic, or

visual

such

as

collaboration between client and artist.

has been in the biological sciences,

With a passion for both the arts and

logo, always starts with a purpose,

From

specifically genomics and molecular

sciences, PRIYAvisuals is always open

and a collaboration of ideas. Whether

draft sketches, until the production of

biology.

to new and interesting topics, and

its to educate students, inform a

the final visual, you are offered many

potential market, or inspire onlookers,

opportunities to give your feedback, and

We have created animations for biotech

biomedical communication can create

help create a beautiful yet functional

startups to help raise awareness and

the necessary visuals to achieve an

work of art!

understanding of their process and

initial

brainstorms

and

first

different ways of representing ideas.

esthetically pleasing and scientifically

mission;

accurate visual.

publish images depicting novel research

we’ve

helped

researchers

in journal articles; and we’ve also created
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ANIMATION
Animations have an added dimension of time, and is therefore the perfect way to tell
a story and bring it to life. With a robust scientific story, and a solid script, animations
can help foster understanding of time-dependent concepts such as a molecular process or a mode-of-action.

This 3D/2D animation was featured for Health Canada to showcase the benefits of
using “toxicogenomics” in toxicology risk assessment studies. The 3D portions of the
animation showed molecular processes, how a toxin can enter the cell and target the
nucleus, and how it induces DNA damage resulting in mutations. The 2D portion of
the animation served to clearly and simply illustrate the experimental setup, and chart
the results in an infographic style. Overall the animation was a success, and helped
regulators understand the benefits of making genomics part of Health Canada policy
for risk assessment.
Title: Redifining Risk
Client: Health Canada
Target audience: Regulators and laboratory personnel
Media: Maya, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Aftereffects
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ANIMATED BIOTECH

Whether a biotechnology company is

Two examples of biotech company

just starting out or been around for

animations are shown on the left.

a while, many are creating concise

With animation, a good planned out

and interesting animations to explain

and approved storyboard is the key

the company’s mission and unique

to success. Parts of the Ranomics

features to broader audiences. Videos

storyboard is shown on the right.

can be posted on websites, presented
to investors, or used for internal

Opposite left panels

training. Stills can also be created from

Title: Adapsyn

animations to place into publications,
presentations,

or

websites,

animations very versatile.

making

Client: Adapsyn
Target audience: Investors
Media: Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop,
Aftereffects
Right, and opposite right panels
Title: Ranomics
Client: Ranomics
Target audience: Investors and Health
Care Practitioners
Media: Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop,
Aftereffects
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MAGAZINE

Magazines need striking visuals, especially when discussing hot topics
in the news. This piece was created during the 2014 Ebola outbreak, and
was published on the Dalla Lana School of Public Health news to educate
readers about the disease mechanisms of Ebola and why the disease is so
detrimental to its hosts.
The mechanisms of Ebola involve ‘hiding’ in the immune cells and infiltrating
the entire body via blood vessels. By the time the body realizes the virus is
an imposter, the disease has lready become quite advanced. While much of
the image appears normal, the large blood vessel cross-section to the right
exhibits the eventual chaos that Ebola elicits.
Title: Ebola, The Trojan Horse
Client: University of Toronto
Target audience: Educated lay audience
Media: Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop
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BIOMEDICAL ILLUSTRATION

WHY MIGHT YOU NEED VISUALS?

WHO ARE YOU TARGETING?

WHAT STYLE DO YOU PREFER?

HOW MUCH TIME DO YOU HAVE?

When considering the need for a custom

The design, detail, and content of

If you’re not sure what style will work

You might need an illustration for a

illustration, think about whether your

the illustration or animation will be

best, or you simply don’t have the time

paper before the submission deadline,

message is getting across via text

determined by the audience you are

to think about it, suggestions can be

or for a presentation at a conference.

or graphs only. Do you find you are

targeting. Creating a project to target

made, and a couple of options can even

A realistic timeline can be produced

speaking a lot to explain concepts? Do

investors is vastly different than a project

be drafted, because sometimes seeing

to meet your deadlines with time to

you need to grab the attention of a target

directed towards young students!

it in context makes all the difference!

spare for revisions. The main driver is

market? Humans are very visual beings,

Illustrations can be adapted to different

Though subject and audience could

that you receive a final production that

and therefore most audiences respond

versions which can target multiple

influence the style, there are still many

serves your purpose and achieves its

well to visual aids for understanding

audiences, getting you the most out of

types of illustration styles at your

communication goals.

ideas and concepts. Once you know your

your visual tools.

fingertips! A realistic style can be useful

purpose, we can figure out what would

for describing details in taxonomy,

be the best type of communication.

whereas a softer graphic style can be

Perhaps you have something in mind

well suited to patient communications.

already, which is great! We can work on
bringing your vision to life.

Scientific Magazine cover art.

Title: Resurrection
Client: University of Toronto
Target audience: Educated lay audience
Media: Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop
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Textbook Illustration is a big part of
biomedical communications. Textbook
visuals become cornerstones of learning
for medical professionals and many
scientists inlcuding biologists, chemists,
ecologists, geologists, botanists,. and
the list goes on! Here are a few examples
of illustrations suitable for textbook or
journal publication..

TEXTBOOK & JOURNAL

Title: Vessels and Nerves of the palm
Client: University of Toronto
Target audience: Medical students
Media: Ink on paper, Photoshop
Opposite:
Title: The pelvis and pelvic bones
Client: University of Toronto
Target audience: Medical students
Media: Carbon dust on crescent board, Photoshop
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IMMUNE SYSTEM FUNCTION

Our

complex,

This piece was fun to work on, as we

however studying it in its simplest

immune

system

were able to visit the lab and see the sea

forms can shed light on how immunity

urchins in action. Live action microscope

developed

The

footage of the pigment cells rushing to

Sea Urchin’s immune system shows

the site if infection was amazing to view!

a primitive innate immune system in

Title: The immune response of S.

an invertebrate. The laboratory of Dr.

purpuratus at the pluteal larval stage.

through

is

evolution.

Jonathan Rast at the University of
Toronto studies this immune system
indepth, and determines triggers and

NOVEL TREATMENTS

How do we depict the unique properties

and

effectively

communicated

of a new therapy? How can we show

efficacy of Auger electrons for targeted

that one treatment is a safer and

radiotherapy treatment for tumors.

more effective alternative than other
treatments? These illustrations aimed to

Title: Auger Electrons - Targeted

do just that for a scientist at the University

radiotherapy

of Toronto. These were produced for
publication in the journal ‘Advanced
Drug Delivery Reviews’, and so followed

Client: Dr. Raymond Reilly
Target audience: Healthcare

the style necessary for the journal.

professionals

This project was a quick turnaround,

Media: Adobe Illustrator

the

Client: Dr. Jonathan Rast
Target audience: Researchers and

pathways that result in the destruction

educated lay audience

of pathogens.

Media: Adobe Illustrator
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PERSONAL
Much of my personal artwork includes biological elements, including external
anatomy, botanicals, and animals. I love working with organic shapes and enjoy the
challenge of using different media to depict their natural beauty.
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MEDIA

Above:
Biomedical Illustration and animation

The horse and nuclei models shown

Title: Surface anatomy, Equine

can be rendered using any media,

here were created using a series of

however it is usually the topic, context,

pencil sketches, then modeled in a 3D

Media: Zbrush and Marmoset rendering

purpose and audience that determine

software called ZBRUSH, which is sort

the medium. Traditional artwork can

of like working with digital clay. Many

be suited to office spaces, whereas

other softwares include Maya for 3D,

digital work is the most common for its

Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator for 2D

versatility and ability to change and edit

work, and Aftereffects and Premier Pro

to suit changing needs. PRIYAvisuals

for video/animation. We love trying new

has delved into various types of both

things, and use the best tools to create

traditional media and digital softwares.

visuals in the most effective way.

Right:
Title: Nucleii
Media: Zbrush and Cinema 4D
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CONTACT
From patient education to marketing to office esthetics,
biomedical communications can be used virtually anywhere.
Get in touch so we can have a chat about how we can work
together to create something great!
289 700 2177
info@priyavisuals.com
www.priyavisuals.com

IT ALL STARTS HERE
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